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OUR VISION
To become a reputable medium-sized global niche market leader in the provision of
client-focused and distinctive quality maritime administration and related services that
add value to our clients’ operations, meet and promote international standards, and
positively contribute to the development of the Cayman Islands.

OUR MISSION
The Maritime Authority will facilitate the development of the Cayman Islands as an
international maritime centre and help foster a dynamic environment that supports its
clients’ efforts to maximise their growth opportunities and returns, whilst promoting
compliance with international standards, regional agreements and domestic legislation
in the areas of maritime safety and security, pollution prevention, and social
responsibility.
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AUTHORISATION AFFIDAVIT
30 June, 2010

To All Concerned:
I hereby authorise the dissemination of this document, which constitutes a summary of
the activities of the Maritime Authority of the Cayman Islands during the fiscal year 1
July, 2009 – 30 June, 2010, to all relevant parties.
It includes the financial results of the organisation, duly audited and approved by the
Auditor General.
It is submitted to the Cabinet of the Cayman Islands Government and is tabled in the
Legislative Assembly as a public document.

A. Joel Walton, JP
CEO, MACI
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STATEMENT FROM THE CEO
Despite 2009/10 fiscal year being in the midst of the world’s economic downturn, MACI
managed to maintain its prominent position within the global maritime industry. To
effectively counteract the worsening fiscal depression, the organisation analysed and
revamped business strategies, increased cost effective methods of operation and
continued to improve its position within the maritime sector. MACI’s reputation of
innovation continued to receive global recognition as it surpassed its previous standards
and achievements within its niche segment of the industry.
The organisation continued to improve the quality of its register by way of low global
detention ratings across all major Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs), resulting in
MACI’s best Port State Control performance record to date.
This year, the Cayman Islands had the distinguished honour of being asked to host the
1st Annual Caribbean Memorandum of Understanding (CMOU) Port State Control
Seminar for port state control officers. MACI’s willingness to take on this initiative further
demonstrates not only its commitment to the Cayman Islands, but to the development of
the Caribbean region as a whole.
The Authority continued to update and streamline relevant and domestic legislation to
keep in the forefront of modern regulation. An example of this was the successful and
timely implementation by MACI of the International Maritime Organization’s (IMO)
requirement of Long Range Identification and Tracking (LRIT) System of ships by 1
July, 2009.
Responding to client demand, MACI’s further expansion of technical services worldwide
saw the placement of highly skilled representatives in Europe, Japan and Italy.
Additionally, registration and commercial representation services were made available
in Monaco to promote the growth of the Registry in the European market.
The expansion of MACI Consulting services saw contracts awarded for the review and
development of the domestic merchant shipping laws for the flag administrations of St.
Lucia and Antigua and Barbuda, recognising MACI’s position as a standard bearer for
the Caribbean.
The technological advancements for the year consisted of further enhancement of the
Cayman Islands Shipping Information System (CISIS) and the Voice over Internet
Protocol (VOIP) telephone system, both introduced during the last fiscal year.
The growth of Caymanian professionals within the maritime industry, a key focus of
MACI, was further promoted through the granting of a maritime scholarship. It is our
hope that through providing these educational opportunities, the industry will continue to
grow. This, in turn, will hopefully convince bright young Caymanians to consider the
maritime sector as a career choice.
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Marketing efforts have seen the implementation of a rebranding programme for the
Maritime Authority to further enhance our prominence worldwide.
In the face of challenging economic times, MACI managed to exceed its own financial
goals without unduly burdening its clientele. For example, within the Safety and
Compliance section, its budgeted revenues were exceeded by 30%, a remarkable
achievement based on no fee increases.
Concluding a remarkable year, we ended on a promising note and remain enthusiastic
and confident in looking forward to the new challenges of 2010/11.

A. Joel Walton, JP
CEO, MACI
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ABOUT THE MARITIME AUTHORITY
The Maritime Authority of the Cayman Islands (MACI) is a statutory corporation formed
as a separate legal entity under The Maritime Authority of the Cayman Islands Law,
2005, that came into effect 1 July, 2005.
ROLE AND FUNCTIONS
The original Cayman Islands Shipping Registry (CISR) maritime administrative
structure, which is the main forerunner to MACI, was established in 1903 when George
Town was formally recognised as a British Port of Registry. The CISR obtained British
Registry Category 1 Status on 25 July, 1991. The Category 1 Group of British Registries
includes Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Gibraltar, Isle of Man and the
UK. All of these so-called “Red Ensign” Registries can register vessels of any age, size
and type, provided they meet international standards. The CISR is now a division of
MACI; however, there are a number of other critical responsibilities that have been
added to the Authority. The Authority combines into one body:
1. The original CISR’s vessel and mortgage registration, advisory and marine
survey and audit services;
2. The overall responsibility for implementing Cayman’s marine pollution prevention,
maritime safety and security, and seafarers’ welfare obligations under
international Conventions and Codes and Cayman legislation for Caymanflagged vessels;
3. The responsibility for the implementation of Cayman’s obligations under the
Caribbean Memorandum of Understanding on Port State Control for foreignflagged vessels entering Cayman Islands’ ports and for marine casualty
investigation activities in relation to Cayman-flagged vessels;
4. The responsibility for national maritime policy formulation, the provision of advice
on maritime-related matters, and the development of Cayman’s maritime-related
legislation;
5. The responsibility to represent Cayman at international fora and to protect its
maritime interests; and
6. The responsibility to facilitate the development of the Cayman Islands as an
international maritime centre.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CAYMAN ISLANDS AND THE UNITED KINGDOM
GOVERNMENTS
The Authority is wholly-owned by the Government of the Cayman Islands, but governed
by a Board of Directors appointed by the Governor of the Cayman Islands. MACI
reports to the Cabinet of the Cayman Islands through the Ministry of Finance, but is also
answerable to the UK Secretary of State via the UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency
for the effective implementation of relevant international maritime and related
Conventions that have been ratified by the UK Government and, hence, extended to
Cayman.
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RELATIONSHIP WITH THE PRIVATE SECTOR
In recognition of the global nature of shipping, and the need for MACI to have the
benefit of local and international advice, two bodies were established, namely, the
Maritime Sector Consultative Committee (MSCC) and the Cayman Islands Shipowners’
Advisory Council (CISAC), which includes the Cayman Islands Shipowners’ Advisory
Council – Yacht Committee (CISAC–YC), as of the 2006/7 fiscal year.
MSCC (previously the Shipping Sector Consultative Committee, or SSCC) was formed
in 1993 and is comprised of local service providers. The objective of the MSCC is to
provide a formal mechanism through which the private sector may provide advice and
recommendations for ensuring the maritime industry’s continued growth and viability.
The Authority believes it is imperative that these stakeholders have an opportunity to
provide input on the development of the sector.
The CISAC is comprised of major shipowners with Cayman-flagged vessels and was
formed in 1997. The CISAC-YC also consists of major yacht managers and owners with
Cayman-registered vessels and was established in 2007. These bodies are for
establishing and maintaining dialogue and for exchanging ideas between and among its
members and the Cayman Islands maritime administration. Through these channels of
communication, MACI hopes to maintain and improve the quality of the Cayman Islands
Shipping Registry as well as promoting its interests generally.
INTERNATIONAL REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
One of the primary roles of MACI is to cooperate with overseas regulatory bodies to
enable them to execute their regulatory functions. The main bodies include:
The International Maritime Organization: The main international standard-prescribing
body responsible for safety of life at sea, maritime security and the protection of the
marine environment.
The International Labour Organization: This body establishes international standards
for employment and working conditions for seafarers.
There are other players whose activities have significantly impacted international
shipping which affects Cayman-flagged vessels, namely: the International Association
of Classification Societies, the United States Coast Guard, various signatories to
Memoranda of Port State Control and, increasingly, the European Union (EU).
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Board of the Maritime Authority of the Cayman Islands is appointed by the
Governor of the Cayman Islands.
The Board has authority to delegate to any director, sub-committee or the Chief
Executive Officer (CEO). Such delegation, however, does not preclude the Authority
from exercising any power delegated. Thus far, there are no sub-committees and the
Board has chosen only to delegate the Authority’s power to the CEO for engaging such
officers and consultants as the CEO considers necessary and on such terms and
conditions as the CEO considers appropriate within the salary scales approved by the
Board.
In the absence of sub-committees, the CEO has established a Management Committee
comprising the senior managers of the Authority that deal with such matters that would
otherwise rest with a Board appointed sub-committee.
During the 2009/10 reporting period there was no operational Board of Directors.
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KEY MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL
(As at 30 June, 2010)
CEO
A. Joel Walton, JP
Director – Global Operations
Kenrick A. Ebanks
Director – Global Safety and Compliance
Gregory V. Evans
Registrar of Shipping
Lorna Washington
Chief Advisor, Maritime Policy and Legislative Development
Capt. Barrie Rial
Advisor, Maritime Policy and Legislative Development and Shipping Master
Peter C. Southgate
Head, Quality Management Systems and Special Projects
Sian Pairaudeau
Head, Human Resources and Administration
Glenda Dilbert-Davis
Head, Business Development and Client Relationships
Exie Tomlinson-Panton
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GLOBAL COMMERCIAL SERVICES
REGISTRATION
The Registration section is a frequent point of contact for clients and also serves as the
core of the Cayman Islands Shipping Registry (CISR). This section is responsible for
processing several types of registrations including: new, interim and provisional vessel
registrations; transfer of ownership; vessels under construction; demise charter
(bareboat), and registration of mortgages in accordance with the Merchant Shipping
Law (2008 Revision). Registrations recognised all three Cayman ports of entry: George
Town (Grand Cayman), The Creek (Cayman Brac) and Bloody Bay (Little Cayman),
thereby broadening the geographic scope of the Registry.
At the end of the 2009/10 fiscal year (1 July, 2009 - 30 June, 2010), there were 206 new
vessels registered, bringing the total number of vessels on the Register to 1496 and the
gross registered tonnage to 3.0 million tons. Of the 1496 vessels on the Registry, 202
were commercial (merchant) vessels.
MACI CONSULTING
This arm of the organisation strives to provide cost-effective consulting services on a
variety of maritime issues, including advice on the administrative structure and technical
requirements of establishing an effective maritime administration related to a country’s
levels and type of shipping activity; advice on the financial implications of establishing,
operating and maintaining a maritime administration; the impact of regulating a
significant flag fleet; and the assessment of needs regarding the legal and regulatory
regime necessary for a maritime administration to fulfill its obligations, plus the drafting
of specific legislation.
During the current reporting period, MACI Consulting completed the consultancy
agreement toward establishing a maritime regime for the flag administration of St. Lucia.
A similar agreement was completed for that of the Antigua and Barbuda Registry.
This branch of MACI also advises on the organisation of conferences geared toward
maritime issues and the staging of conferences, seminars and workshops in specialised
maritime subjects, and also the preparation and/or delivery of training in the maritime
sector, including Port State Control, International Ship and Port Facility Security Code,
International Safety Management, commercial yacht safety and other specialised areas.
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GLOBAL OPERATIONS
FINANCE
Operating revenue for 30 June, 2010, totaled CI$8.418 million, a CI$.010 million, or
1.28% decrease, over CI$8.428 million for 30 June, 2009. Operating expenses for 30
June, 2010 totaled CI$8.691 million, a CI$.207 million increase, over CI$8.484 million
for 30 June, 2009. MACI reported a deficit of CI$0.272 million from operating activities.
The balance sheet included in the Audited Financial Statements for the year ended 30
June, 2010, indicates that MACI’s total assets were valued at CI$3.631 million and total
liabilities at CI$0.881 million, resulting in a net worth of CI$2.750 million compared to
CI$3.023 million for the period ended 30 June, 2009, where MACI’s total assets were
valued at CI$4.323 million and total liabilities at CI$1.300 million.
Financial Statements for 1 July, 2009 to 30 June, 2010, were audited by the Auditor
General on 24 August, 2011 and form a part of this Report (see audited Financial
Statements, Appendix 1).

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The Information Technology section is responsible for providing support, business and
technical solutions that exploit technology to gain efficiencies across MACI operations.
Development of the Cayman Islands Shipping Information System (CISIS) continued
with additional functionality for the Accounts, Registration and Crew Compliance
sections. CISIS is a centralised database application system that allows all MACI
offices and remote users to access “real time” vessel and accounting information. In
preparation for providing 24-hour services to our clients, an analysis of MACI’s ecommerce requirements was completed.
MACI also performed the analysis for an online Law and Administrative Procedures
(LAP) Testing system. The system will allow clients to apply to and pay a MACI Test
Center to undertake a LAP test. To ensure that MACI is always up-to-date with the
latest statistics and performance to aid in reporting and decision making, an analysis of
the requirements for an Executive Dashboard commenced. This Dashboard will present
key management information regarding defined metrics, directly to the desktop.
A Voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP) telephone system was implemented in the Ft.
Lauderdale Office, and now provides direct dialing of extensions to the Head Office,
resulting in significant telephone cost savings. A Virtual Private Network between
MACI’s Head Office and the Ft. Lauderdale Office was successfully implemented which
allows the joining of the two networks, ensuring secure and easily available access to
enterprise applications and shared drives.
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Electronic Content Management (ECM) went into production for the Human Resources
(HR) section. HR personnel were afforded training and personnel files were scanned
and ‘checked in’ to allow employees to view their personnel records. This is an ongoing
project and as records are created they will be added to the ECM system. United
Kingdom (UK) data protection issues were raised and legal consultation was
undertaken to ensure compliance to UK FOI and Data Protection Laws. ECM vessel file
development was started and this project is still ongoing.
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
The Freedom of Information Law (FOI) commenced 5 January, 2009. During the year,
MACI received seven legitimate requests for information. These ranged from requests
for information on salary scales to rental costs and terms to travel expenses and
furniture purchase costs, due to our relocation.
MACI received many FOI requests that did not qualify as official FOI queries. These
were directed to the relevant sections for action. All reports and meetings were attended
and the MACI publication scheme was developed and gazetted as required. The FOI
Manager was invited to the Information Commissioner’s Office to meet the Governor
and the new Information Commissioner.
HUMAN RESOURCES AND ADMINISTRATION
The Human Resources and Administration section is charged with the responsibility for
all matters related to staff recruitment, training and professional development as well as
the creation, implementation and monitoring of all personnel policies, procedures and
practices to ensure that the employees in the Authority’s two regional offices, George
Town, Grand Cayman (Head Office) and Southampton, United Kingdom (European
Regional Office or ERO) and other representative offices are working to their fullest
potential within a supportive environment.
During this period, two employees joined MACI in the Head Office within the Safety and
Compliance, and HR and Administration sections, and one employee joined the ERO
within the Maritime Policy and Legislation Development section. Six promotions were
awarded in the Head Office within the following sections: HR and Administration,
Finance and IT, Safety and Compliance, and Registration. Three promotions were also
awarded in the ERO within the Safety and Compliance section. Additionally, MACI
appointed three Consultant Surveyors, responsible for survey and audit functions, within
the following regions: Europe, Japan, and Italy.
MACI also appointed a
Registration/Commercial Representative in Monaco and a Consultant responsible for
registration functions within the Cayman Islands.
With regard to the annual MACI Scholarship, one maritime scholarship was made
available by the Ministry of Education through the Education Council for the 2009/10
academic year. The purpose of the scholarship is to increase the competencies of
Caymanians (both young and more mature persons) in the maritime industry. As in the
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past, MACI continued to be responsible for the promotion and selection process of the
scholarship. Two applications were received and following an interview with the single
eligible applicant, the panel recommended to the Education Council that one candidate
be awarded the maritime scholarship, which was accepted by the Ministry.
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GLOBAL SAFETY & COMPLIANCE
The Safety and Compliance section continued to meet its financial targets for the
financial period 2009/10 by exceeding budgeted revenues by approximately 30%. The
section continued to support MACI’s overall key targets and objectives in a number of
areas, including:
PORT STATE CONTROL
Through the proactive monitoring of fleet quality across the major Memoranda of
Understanding (MOUs) on Port State Control (PSC), the organisation has continued to
improve the quality of the register’s fleet with a global detention to inspection ratio of
1.82% across all the MOUs, which is the best performance on record to date.
As a member of the Caribbean MOU on PSC, Cayman continued to meet its obligations
under the terms of the Caribbean MOU in respect to inspections on foreign-flagged
vessels visiting ports in the Cayman Islands; however, the organisation was just short of
its target for the calendar year 2009.

MACI CEO Mr. A. Joel Walton (third from left)
and Mr. Dwight Gardiner, Chairman of the
CMOU Port State Control Committee (fourth
from left), are surrounded by attendees and
delegates at the 1st Annual Caribbean Port
State Control Seminar held 7 – 9 July, 2009 at
the Grand Cayman Marriott Beach Resort.

Cayman also hosted the inaugural Caribbean Memorandum of Understanding (CMOU)
Port State Control Seminar for port state control officers, which is intended as an
information sharing seminar with a view to ensuring consistency in the approach to Port
State inspections in the region. The event was recognised by the delegates as
extremely beneficial, and which will now continue on an annual basis, with the hosting
on a rotational schedule, as agreed by the participating members.
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REGULATIONS (DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION)
Amendments to the Safety of Life at Sea Convention entered into force on 1 July, 2009
requiring all commercial vessels greater than 300 gross tons on international voyages to
be fitted with a Long Range Identification and Tracking (LRIT) System. Cayman was
able to establish a National Data Centre to receive the LRIT reports and integrate all the
ships into the system. Around 400 ships and yachts registered in the Cayman Islands
were certified with these new requirements and Cayman is one of the few Flag States
whose ships can boast full compliance by the deadline.
MACI continued the development of the 13-36 Passenger Yacht Code. The Code is
being developed to address the difficulties in applying some of the international
Convention standards (in particular the Safety of Life at Sea Convention and the Load
Line Convention), which were designed for “merchant” ships, to the present day
superyacht. The Code sets technical, safety and operational standards for these yachts,
and addresses everything from construction and equipment to manning specifications.
Much of the technical support during the developmental stage is being provided by the
Safety and Compliance section and drafted in conjunction with the Red Ensign Group.
CREW COMPLIANCE
The Crew Compliance section enjoyed another very successful year providing crew
compliance documentation including Seafarer’s Discharge Books and Officer
Endorsements from two of its global locations – George Town, Grand Cayman and
Southampton, UK. The service was first established in the European Regional Office in
Southampton within the financial period 2008/9 and has proven to be extremely popular
with MACI’s European-based clients.
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, MARITIME POLICY
AND QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS
The Business Development and Client Relationships section is responsible for
promoting and ultimately increasing business for the Registry. This is done through
event planning and management as well as the dissemination of information to specific
target markets, while ensuring a superior level of customer service satisfaction
throughout the organisation.
During the 2009/10 fiscal year, much work was done to continue highlighting the
Cayman Islands Shipping Registry (CISR) through the attendance and organisation of
various events and seminars overseas and locally. Some significant events included the
1st Annual Caribbean Port State Control Seminar held in Grand Cayman on 7 – 9 July,
2009, which the Authority organised for port state control officers within the Caribbean
region, and Posidonia 2010, the biennial commercial shipping show which MACI has
participated in over the last decade in order to continue building its commercial tonnage.
Furthermore, MACI partnered with a local graphic design agency and initiated a major
rebranding exercise from signage to verbiage to streamline and modernise its identity
and a variety of promotional materials and products. Some of these included the
redesign of the CISR’s Vessel Registration Guide; various client forms for the
Registration, Accounts and Human Resources sections; and a newly developed client
web presentation (accessed via USBs and eliminating the need of printed material –
another testament to MACI’s “Go Green” initiative).
With regard to the client relationships aspect of this section, some 87% of client queries
were responded to within the organisation’s 48-hour target time, with the remaining 13%
requiring somewhat more time to satisfactorily answer.
MARITIME POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE DEVELOPMENT
The Maritime Policy and Legislative Development section is responsible for the general
development of appropriate policies within MACI and the development and upgrading of
maritime legislation relevant to the discharge of the organisation’s functions and
responsibilities.
Major achievements during this period were the completion of two consultancy projects
for foreign administrations. The first of these was for St. Lucia, in which the Maritime
Policy and Legislative Development section undertook a detailed review of the Merchant
Shipping Law with the goal of providing a strategy to update this to reflect the myriad
changes since its inception. The second of these consultancy projects was for the
maritime administration of Antigua and Barbuda, which was looking to supplement its
deep sea fleet with the introduction of a yacht register. Similarly to the St Lucia project,
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this involved a detailed review of the Merchant Shipping Law of Antigua and Barbuda to
identify any gaps or inconsistencies that would inhibit the formation of a yacht register.
The project also involved development of some secondary legislation in support of the
formation of the yacht register and some guidance on marketing and business
development in this sector.
QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
The Quality Management Systems section is responsible for the development,
implementation and management of an effective Quality Management System (QMS)
for MACI. This is aimed at enhancing customer satisfaction, operational efficiency and
cost effectiveness.
During the 2009/10 reporting period, the Maritime Authority continued with the
implementation of ISO 9001-2008, a Quality Management System with international
certification and recognition. MACI is progressing to obtain certification in accordance
with ISO 9001:2008 (by early 2011) in preparation for participation in the International
Maritime Organization's Voluntary Member State Audit Scheme scheduled for mid2011.
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